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EMPATHY MAP:
CHRIS

CHRIS

FEELINGS

PAIN POINTS OVERALL GOAL

INFLUENCES

TASKS

“Revisit classic movies.”

“A lot of these movies can be hard to find.”

“I like to watch pieces of history.”

“Its interesting to see the opinions of people who are experts on cinema.”

Confused

Lost

Excited

Entertained

Inspired

Stream movies
The entire Criterion library isn’t available

Confusing layout

Entertainment Industry

YouTube

Social Circle

Personal Relationships

Work

News

Di�cult to di�erentiate between
 movies and behind-the-scenes videos

Watch behind-the-scenes features
Discover new classic films



EMPATHY MAP:
EDWARD

EDWARD

FEELINGS

PAIN POINTS OVERALL GOAL

INFLUENCES

TASKS Entertainment Industry

Confusing

Satisfied

Entertaining

Interesting

YouTube

Social Circle

Personal Relationships

Work

News

Internet
Stream movies

The entire Criterion library isn’t available

Confusing layout

“I haven’t seen a lot of these movies, but I have a few on DVD.”

“It’s always neat to see the kinds of movies available to watch.”

“I don’t have a DVD player anymore.”

“It seems like they rotate the library, even if I know something
is in the collection it isn’t always available on the app.”



EMPATHY MAP:
JULIE

JULIE

FEELINGS

PAIN POINTS OVERALL GOAL

INFLUENCES

TASKS Entertainment Industry

Confused

Bored

Entertained

Distracted

“I really haven’t seen many ‘classic’ movies so everything on here is new to me.”

“A lot of these seem like important movies.”

“I’ve been told by a lot of people to watch lots of these.”

YouTube

Social Circle

Personal Relationships

School

News

Internet

Stream movies

Confusing layout

There’s no listing of all titles

Search results aren’t categorized



STORYBOARD:
CURRENT PROBLEMS



STORYBOARD:
CURRENT PROBLEMS



VISUAL USER FLOWS:
Task 1

HOME

PROFILE
Select “Profile” 
from the tab bar.

Select the movie 
from the “Watch 
History” section.

CONTENT

PLAY

Select the behind 
the scenes video 
you’re interested 
in for more info.

SCROLL
Scroll down on 
the “Content 
Page” & Select 
the “Behind the 
Scenes” tab.

CONTENT



VISUAL USER FLOWS:
Task 2

HOME

PROFILE CONTENT
Select “Profile” 
from the tab bar.

Select “Library” 
from the tab bar.

FILTERS
Select the “Filter” 
tab.

LIBRARY
Apply the 
selected filters to 
return to the 
library.

CONTENT
Select a movie.

PLAY

Select the movie 
from the “Watch 
History” section.

CONTENT

PLAY

Select the behind 
the scenes video 
you’re interested 
in for more info.

SCROLL
Scroll down on 
the “Content 
Page” & Select 
the “Behind the 
Scenes” tab.

LIBRARY



VISUAL USER FLOWS:
Task 3

HOME

PROFILE CONTENT
Select “Profile” 
from the tab bar.

Select “Library” 
from the tab bar.

FILTERS
Select the “Filter” 
tab.

LIBRARY
Apply the 
selected filters to 
return to the 
library.

CONTENT
Select a movie.

PLAY

Select the movie 
from the “Watch 
History” section.

CONTENT

PLAYPLAY

Select the behind 
the scenes video 
you’re interested 
in for more info.

SCROLL
Scroll down on 
the “Content 
Page” & Select 
the “Behind the 
Scenes” tab.

LIBRARY



USER TESTING:
SCRIPT



USER TESTING:
SUMMARY

Choice Quotes

General Insights

• “Netflix shows your [watch]list as a category on the home page. I assumed it would be on 
there somewhere.”

• “It was kind of weird that I couldn’t just search. I almost always search.”
• “I just got confused. I was looking for, like, a Behind the Scenes category.”
• “I just couldn’t tell they were supposed to be Behind the Scenes videos because it was 

the same pictures.”
• “It feels a lot like Netflix so it works well.”

• Don’t get caught up in the user flows that you’ve created for very specific tasks, because 
if you only focus on those then your prototype (or even the minimum viable product) 
will lack some of the functions that are expected to be there, such as a search function 
(which has an icon but is not functional). Testers will easily find a way to circumvent what 
you assume is the “correct” path for a task by using shortcuts like using the Search func-
tion straightaway for whatever you’ve tasked them to do.

• Put a lot more thought into the way that you word the “tasks” for the user testing. The 
phrasing can affect how your tester approaches it. For instance, one of my testers took 
to Task 1 (“Learn about the making of a movie you’ve recently watched”) by forgetting 
part of it and playing the movie itself, instead of a Behind the Scenes video.

• When you’re filling your prototype with filler content, be sure to differentiate between 
different kinds of content. In this case, I use 3 different movie images for all of my 
thumbnails which threw off testers, especially because they were looking for some indi-
cation that some videos (the Behind the Scenes videos) are separate and/or different 
from the movie thumbnails.

• If you add a certain attribute to most pages, go the extra mile and apply it to all pages. In 
this case, every tester did the same thing when they went to the “Browse” page: they 
tried to scroll. The Browse page is the only page in the prototype that is a static screen, 
while every other screen is able to scroll.

• Use this user testing as an opportunity to gather further research by including demo-
graphic and general questions.



USER TESTING:
SUMMARY

Potential Design Revisions

Self Evalutaion

• Experiment with a way to differentiate different types of content, such a different shape 
of thumbnail image to set Behind the Scenes videos apart from Movies.

• Create a Search page.
• Experiment to slightly increase the visibility of category titles. E.g. larger type, font style, 

color, more space, etc.
• Experiment with a static top bar for the logo/name/search instead of a fading gradient 

to potentially increase the readability of the items at the top of the app.

The way that I tested leaves a lot to be desired. The XD prototype is opened in an internet 
browser and, when you open it on a phone (even if it’s the same phone you designed the 
prototype for), the browser cuts off some of the navigation options of the prototype. Be-
cause of that limitation, I had to use the prototype on a desktop and record the screen. In 
and of itself, I think the process of using a desktop (mouse and keyboard) to test an app 
means that, by definition, you’ll be getting a different user testing experience than if the 
tests are done on the correct medium. For one thing, the mouse hovering indicates op-
tions that are clickable, whereas on mobile the finger tapping doesn’t do that, and helps 
enable the tester to attempt exploring. There must be a better way, although I’ll have to 
do some experimenting to find that better way.

The script worked somewhat well, although I’ll have to put a little more thought into 
some of my phrasing. Instead of trying to be succinct in questions or tasks it could be very 
helpful to organize wording in more of a step-by-step manner, e.g. first navigate to this 
category and then navigate to this feature. Aside from this, the feedback gained was 
largely positive without much in the way of constructive criticism or areas of improve-
ment. There must be a better way to open up the conversation to bring about more 
honest feedback.



ITERATION:
Comparison

PROTOTYPE 1 PROTOTYPE 2

The top navigation bar in the first prototype has a 
fading gradient for a background so the icons and 
type (all in white) can be difficult to read at times. 
While the gradient background can work, with 
some more intensive revision and testing, for the 
sake of simplicity the gradient in the second proto-
type has been replaced by a solid background to 
ease readability. Content has all been pushed 
slightly down to account for this.



ITERATION:
Comparison

PROTOTYPE 1
PROTOTYPE 2

In prototype 1 there’s no differentiation between 
the 2 types of viewable content: feature films and 
behind the scenes videos. The thumbnails are both 
the same shape. After testing, the revision has 
created 2 different shapes for the thumbnails plus 
typographic cues to emphasize the behind the 
scenes videos, leaving the feature film content to 
rely on their theatrical poster designs. Because 
these types of content never appear next to each 
other on the same page there are no issues with 
design or layout potentially being broken.



ITERATION:
Comparison

PROTOTYPE 1

PROTOTYPE 2

As a minor improvement to readability while 
scrolling through the app, category titling has been 
increased by 1pt.



VISUAL DESIGN:
Styling

LOGO TYPE
BROTHER 18 16 - EXTRA BOLD - 16PT - ALL CAP S

Movie Title
MINION PRO - SEMI BOLD - 36PT

Primary Action / Content Category
AMAZON EMBER - BOLD - 16PT

Body Copy
AMAZON EMBER - REGULAR - 14PT

Navigation / Secondary Action / Notation Copy
AMAZON EMBER - REGULAR - 12PT

Primary Background
#11 1 1 1 1

Secondary Background
#333333

Primary Type / Action
#FFFFFF

Secondary Type / Action
#FFBA00



VISUAL DESIGN:
Spacing

The layout is built on a 6-column grid, with 
gutters of 15 pixels, and a spacing system built 
around multiples of 5 pixels.

5 PX
10 PX
15 PX
30 PX



PROTOTYPE #2

HOME PROFILE



PROTOTYPE #2

BROWSE CONTENT CONTENT PAGE



PROTOTYPE #2

SEARCH VIEW CONTENT
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